
Business buzzwords like “sustainability” and “extended life 
cycle” abound today, especially as more companies capital-
ize on the economic, environmental and sustainable advan-
tages of ultra-efficient production and materials practices. 

Thirty-year-veteran pumping provider Best PumpWorks has 
tapped this transformational trend. The company crafted a  
novel approach to remanufacturing pumps and in record-
setting delivery time. 

Their operational success depends, in part, upon a custom-
ized open access selector and a systematic, effective 
process to constantly track and update inventory. They built 
these components and software in tandem with technology 
partner Intelliquip.

“We are the only firm in the industry with a selection tool 
designed specifically for remanufactured products,” says 
Mark Weidmann, Vice President Sales and Marketing  
for Best. 

“RePOD, or Remanufactured Pump on Demand, allows 
anyone who visits our website to search current inventory  
by type, brand or conditions of service, and then  
instantly create a list of possible choices. It’s a user-friendly 
tool to select from current stock. When it comes to sheer 
ability to rapidly and accurately sift through mountains of 
data, the tool has pumped our productivity ten-fold.”

“It’s truly one-of-a kind,” explains Doug Howie, Knowledge 
Engineer for Intelliquip and project lead. “We don’t have any  
other implementation like this.”

The unique selector tracks currently available remanufac-
tured pumps — products which do not differ markedly from 
new pumps, explains Weidmann. 

“New or existing, it’s the 
same warranty for perfor-
mance and quality. Pump 
casings are typically made 
for a 50-plus-year service 
life. So even after 20 years 
of use, we can weld up, 
repair and re-machine 
a pump to an ‘as new’ 
condition.”

Best purchases used 
and new surplus pumps 
— more than 3,000 are 
on hand currently — and 
re-engineers them to suit 
customer needs. What’s 
the primary advantage  
to this approach? 
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Best PumpWorks is the only firm in the industry with a selection tool 
designed specifically for remanufactured products. This customized 
selector was built with technology partner Intelliquip.
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Weidmann says it usually comes down to accelerated 
delivery. “Customers buy these pumps not necessarily for 
price, as the price might be the same or even more than new 
for a variety of reasons. Delivery is everything. Many of our 
customers have to move faster than the usual lead time of  
as much as 30 to 50 weeks. They often seek us out when 
they need it in 10 — 12 weeks.”

And “the need it now” quality of this business demands 
immediate access to updated inventory — a key objective 
that Howie enjoyed helping them achieve. 

“They have a database to log exactly what items are ready 
for use. Every pump they buy gets a unique tag number and 
is entered into a system until it is marked as sold. We set up 
a link between their inventory database and our Cloud-based 
Selector. As pumps sell, they are removed from the Selector 
and new pumps are entered. 

“Accuracy truly counts, especially when customers access 
your website in real time and expect real answers. Amazon 
would never succeed if customers ordered shoes that turned 
out to be unavailable. This is even more true for a customer 
who enters RePOD, uses the system to find the perfect 
refurbished pump for their needs and then finds it was sold 
three months ago.”

RePOD searches can be constructed by conditions of 
service — head, flow, process data — and by manufacturer 
and then by pump type. All of the available pumps, along 
with the name of their original manufacturer and their size, 
are displayed. 

Just as important, says Weidmann, are the pump curves for 
those different models and sizes. 

“Because we have a finite inventory with some current and 
non-current models, it was a challenge to customers who 
could not pull a curve if they knew only the conditions of 
service. Further, there were other modifications, such as 
running affinity law calculations. All of these issues could 
make it very laborious and time-consuming to select our 
products manually.

Best PumpWorks successfully crafted a novel approach to  
remanufacturing pumps in record-setting delivery time. This success 
depends upon a systematic, effective process — backed by  
Intelliquip technology — to constantly track and update inventory.
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“Working together with 
Intelliquip, we digitized 
our pumping curves 
and standardized key 
calculations. It’s amazing 
what this means to our 
customers, both in saving 
time and providing them 
accurate data right when 
they need it.”
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Howie adds, “If they can’t  
send me a curve in digitized  
form, we take a PDF curve, display it on a monitor, and then 
manually digitize the curve into a numeric format. Our team 
has created over a thousand curves for this implementation.”

“Responsiveness has increased and our ability to display  
the performance data is enhanced,” Weidmann concludes. 

Technology helped bring to life the concept of making 
something old new again — never mind saving time,  
speeding delivery and abetting the re-use of long-lasting 
engineered equipment.
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